able to draw upon and review the causes -and historical changes -of varying demographic processes and their resulting kin sets and networks. The methodologies employed in calibrating kin sets under differing demographic conditions are also of particular interest, as several contributions to this volume suggest.
The next point of focus is the relatively well defined area of the law. The issues at stake here concern changes and continuities in the ways in which kinship ties have been recognised and defined by both secular and ecclesiastical laws. The third addresses the role of kinship in interpersonal relations over time, discussed in the original workshop under the heading 'What do people do with kinship ?' Issues examined include the roles of kinship in property transmission and the mediation of patronage; the uses of kinship in processes of social mobility and migration ; the significance of kinship in forging notions of identity ; the significance of kinship in creating or maintaining conflicts. Lastly, the fourth and related point of focus concerns the role of kinship in social action and its significance in the production and reproduction of social and cultural meanings, including also the very boundaries of kinship groupings and the ways in which it has been possible in different periods to recognise, claim, and co-opt kin and thereby also demarcate boundaries between kin and non-kin.
We would like to express our thanks to Continuity and Change for commissioning this special volume in the aftermath of the workshop and selecting and peer-refereeing its contributions, as well as adding contributions to broaden chronological and cultural scopes. Special thanks are also due to Professor Leonore Davidoff, who greatly contributed to the project, and to Professor Kate Lynch who provided the 'Postscript '.
